Dear Students, Faculty and Staff,

Each year, immediately following Commencement, our Campus Operations and Maintenance team begins to perform routine maintenance and repairs to the high-temperature hot water (HTHW) system, which provides hot water and heat to many of our buildings on campus.

Leaks develop in the system which can only be repaired when the system is shut down. This year, an extended shutdown is required to allow for adequate time to properly repair sections of pipe, which we were unable to repair last Spring due to other COVID-related priorities.

Four Phases of This Year’s Project
This year’s four-phased approach to address needed repairs will safely restore the system to the greatest number of buildings in the shortest amount of time possible. To view a campus map outlining dates and affected buildings in each phase, please visit the Facilities & Services website.

In preparation for Phase I, HTHW for several West campus buildings will be shut down on Friday May 14th. Building Managers in each of these buildings have been notified, and can provide additional information as needed. These buildings include:

- Central Services (Receiving)
- Central Stores (Warehouse)
- Earth and Space Sciences
- Harriman Hall
- Heavy Engineering
- Math Tower
- NYS Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC)
- Physics

Most other West campus buildings will have their HTHW shut down on Friday May 21st at 6pm.

Non-Affected Buildings
Not all of the West campus buildings are supplied with HTHW and instead rely on their own internal heating equipment to satisfy either their space heating, hot water, or both. The West campus buildings that will not be affected by the HTHW shutdown include:

- Benedict Kitchen
- Charles B. Wang Center
- Chavez and Tubman Halls
- Computing Center
- East Side Dining
- Gray, Ammann, Irving and O’Neil Halls
- Island Federal Arena
- Athletic Indoor Practice Facility
- Javits Lecture Center
- LaValle Stadium
- RHD Apartments (all quads)
- Schomburg Apartments
Additionally, none of the buildings in East campus, South campus, or R&D Park are affected by this HTHW shutdown.

**Contact Information**
As we progress through the four phases of project repairs, we will post any changes or notifications within the yellow banner on the [Facilities & Services website](#).

If you have any questions or concerns about the HTHW shutdown, please contact Edward McErlean at 631-632-9614. If you have specific HVAC-related concerns, please contact Patrick McCrann at 631-632-3638. You may also reach out to your [Building Manager](#) at any time for facilities questions.

We apologize for any inconvenience and thank you for your patience as we make these necessary HTHW repairs so our campus will be ready for the Fall 2021 semester.

With kindest regards,
Dean
STATUS OF WELD REPAIRS - 2021

REPAIRS TO BE DONE
IN 4 PHASES

PHASE 1: MAY 14TH - MAY 20TH
PHASE 2: MAY 21ST - JUNE 2ND
PHASE 3: JUNE 3RD - JUNE 11TH
PHASE 4: JUNE 12TH - OCTOBER 31ST
PHASE 1: MAY 14TH - MAY 20TH

AFFECTED BUILDINGS ARE SHOWN IN RED AND WILL NOT HAVE HOT WATER DURING THE DATES INDICATED ON EACH DRAWING.

BUILDING LIST

1. HUMANITIES
2A. FREY HALL
2G. GRAD. CEN.
3. HARRISON
3G. GRAD. PHYSICS
3M. MATH. TOWER
3V. VAN DE GRAAFF
35. SIMON CENTER
40. DILIO
41. LIFE SCIENCES
42. LIBRARY
46. GYMNASIUM
47. SERVICE/GARAGE
5. HEATING PLANT
6. ENGINEERING
62. LIGHT ENG.
63. HEAVY ENG.
7. COMPUTER CENTER
70. STUDENT ACT. CTR.
19. EARTH & SPACE SCI.
20. ADMINISTRATION
21. STALLER CENTER
22. ADMIN. CEN.
23. CHARLES MANG CENTER
24. PSYCHOLOGY A & B
25. JAVITS LECT.CTR.
26. EDU. COMM. CTR.
27. COMPUTER SCIENCES
28. SOCIAL SCI.
29. NEW COMPUTER SCIENCE
30. IRVING O'NEIL
31. GRAY COLLEGE
32. AMMANN COLLEGE
33. BENEDICT COLLEGE
34. JAMES COLLEGE
35. LANGOODORE COLLEGE
36. INFIRMARY
37. STUDENT UNION
39. REC. CENTER
40. DEC
41. CENTRAL SERVICES
42. CENTRAL STORES
44. CMU
46. BIOENGINEERING
60. ROTH CAFE
61. WHITMAN COLLEGE
62. CARDOZO
63. HENRY
64. MOUNT
65. DERSHMN
70. TABLER CAFE
71. HAND COLLEGE
75. TUSCONMNT
80. KELL COLLEGE
81. DENNY COLLEGE
82. BARUCH
83. EISEN-HOWER
84. SCHOCH
85. HAMILTON
91. STINSON COLLEGE
92. KELLER
93. GEELEY
94. WAGNER
95. JOSEPH HALL
PHASE 2: MAY 21ST – JUNE 2ND

AFFECTED BUILDINGS ARE SHOWN IN RED AND WILL NOT HAVE HOT WATER DURING THE DATES INDICATED ON EACH DRAWING.

BUILDING LIST

1. HUMANITIES
   2A. FREY HALL
   2A. JAMES COLLEGE
   3. HARRIMAN
   35. LANGWORTH COLLEGE
   36. INFIRmary
   37. STUDENT UNION
   39. REC CENTER
   40. DEC
   41. CENTRAL SERVICES
   42. CENTRAL STORES
   44. CMW
   46. BIOENGINEERING
   60. ROTH CAFE
   61. WHITMAN COLLEGE
   62. CARDozo
   63. HENRY
   64. MOUNT
   65. DERSHMIN
   70. TABLER CAFE
   71. HANCOlLEGE
   75. TOSCANINI
   80. KELLY CAFE
   81. DEMRY COLLEGE
   82. BANPUSCH
   83. EISENHOWER
   84. SCHOICK
   85. HAMILTON
   91. STINSON COLLEGE
   92. KELLER
   93. GREELEY
   94. WAGNER
   95. NOBEL HALL
PHASE 3: JUNE 3RD - JUNE 11TH

AFFECTED BUILDINGS ARE SHOWN IN RED AND WILL NOT HAVE HOT WATER DURING THE DATES INDICATED ON EACH DRAWING.
PHASE 4: JUNE 12TH - OCTOBER 1ST

AFFECTED BUILDINGS ARE SHOWN IN RED AND WILL NOT HAVE HOT WATER DURING THE DATES INDICATED ON EACH DRAWING.

BUILDING LIST

1 HUMANITIES
2A FREY HALL
2G GRAD. CHEN.
3 HARRISON
30 GRAD. PHYSICS
3M MATH. TOWER
3V VAN DE GRAAFF
35 SIMON CENTER
40 LIFE SCIENCES
4L CENTRAL SERVICES
4G LIBRARY
5 GYMNASIUM
6 SERVICE/GARAGE
8 HEATING PLANT
11 ENGINEERING
12 LIGHT ENG.
13 HEAVY ENG.
14 COMPUTER CENTER
16 STUDENT ACT. CTR.
19 EARTH & SPACE SCI.
20 ADMINISTRATION
21 STALLER CENTER
22 ADMIN. GARAGE
23 CHARLES WANG CENTER
24 PSYCHOLOGY A & B
25 JAVITS LECT./CTR.
26 EDUC. COMM. CTR.
27 COMPUTER SCIENCES
28 SOCIAL SCI.
29 NEW COMPUTER SCIENCE
30 IRVING O'NEIL
31 GRAY COLLEGE
32 AMANN COLLEGE
33 BENEDICT COLLEGE
34 JAMES COLLEGE
35 LANGWIER COLLEGE
36 INFRARY
37 STUDENT UNION
39 REC. CENTER
40 DEC
41 CENTRAL SERVICES
42 CENTRAL STORES
44 CMW
46 BIOENGINEERING
60 ROTH CAFE
61 WHITMAN COLLEGE
62 CARDozo
63 HENRY
64 MOUNT
65 DERSHMIN
70 TABLER CAFE
71 HAND COLLEGE
75 TOSCANINI
80 KELLY CAFE
81 DOWDY COLLEGE
82 BARUCH
83 EISENOWER
84 SCHICK
85 HAMILTON
91 STINSON COLLEGE
92 KELLER
93 GREELEY
94 WAGNER
95 NOBEL HALL